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HE yard notched up a classy
double at Newmarket on 1,000
Guineas Day, May 5, when

bookending the card with wins courtesy
of Baghdad and Nayef Road.

Off the track since landing the King
George V Handicap at Royal Ascot last
June after sustaining a fracture to a
cannon bone, Mr Mohammed Bin Hamad
Khalifa Al Attiya’s Baghdad made his
seasonal debut at Newcastle in April. The
Frankel colt made a pleasing return,
finishing third of 14 over an extended
mile and a half trip.

At Newmarket, he faced eight rivals in
the opening event on the card, a mile and
a half handicap. Those rivals included
stablemates Fire Fighting and Hochfeld,
but also the lightly raced Spirit Ridge and
Corelli. Silvestre de Sousa took the ride
on Baghdad.

Upgrade

Although Hochfeld led in the early
stages, Corelli took over after the first
couple of furlongs. Hochfeld tracked the
leader, with Baghdad racing in fifth or
sixth while Fire Fighting was held
up in last by Adam Kirby.

Asked for his effort two furlongs
out, Baghdad gradually wore down
Corelli, taking the lead inside the
final half furlong before keeping on
well to score by half a length from
Corelli. Fire Fighting finished with
a rattle to get within a neck of the
third horse in fourth.

“It’s great to see horses coming
back from fairly serious injuries,” a
delighted Mark Johnston told the
Klarion after the race. 

“The surgeons did a great job
and it would seem Baghdad is still
on the upgrade.”

The Frankel colt has been
entered for the Group 2 Hardwicke
Stakes at Royal Ascot, though it
may be he will be targeted at the
Duke of Edinburgh Stakes.

At the other end of the card, Mr
Mohamed Obaida’s Nayef Road
made his seasonal debut in a 10-
furlong handicap for
three-year-olds. Twice a winner
over seven furlongs as a juvenile,

Nayef Road finished off his two-year-
old campaign with a close third over a
mile and a quarter carrying top weight
in a nursery on the Rowley Mile course.

The Newmarket race attracted a field
of just five, with stablemate Fraser
Island lining up against Nayef Road. Joe
Fanning partnered Fraser Island, while
Silvestre de Sousa rode Nayef Road,
who carried top weight, racing off a
mark of 96. Never Do Nothing made the
early running, but Silvestre sent Nayef
Road into the lead after a furlong or so,
while Fraser Island settled in third.

As they approached the final two
furlongs Nayef Road gradually pulled
clear of his rivals. Fraser Island
followed him through, and at the line
Nayef Road won by five lengths from
Fraser Island, with Never Do Nothing a
further three lengths back in third.

“Nayef Road did that well from the
front,” Charlie Johnston told the
Klarion. 

Eleven days later Nayef Road ran in
the Dante at York and was far from
disgraced, finishing sixth of eight in that

Group 2 event. The Galileo colt is likely
to form part of Johnston Racing’s Royal
Ascot team, and holds an entry in the
King Edward VII Stakes. 

T
CLASSY DOUBLE

Nayef Road under Babu Singh at Kingsley Park

Baghdad with Ratan Singh Bhati


